Middle Eastern Governments and Economies Puzzle

Across
1. A set amount of something is being produced.
3. A system of trading goods for goods or services.
5. This Middle Eastern country is a monarchy.
8. Gross Domestic Product
9. A form of economy where the government controls economy.
10. A form of government where the power is in the local government and shared with federal.
12. This Middle Eastern country is a Constitutional Republic.
14. A nation that refuses to do trade with another as a form of political pressure.
15. A form of government where the government has all the power.
17. Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
18. This Middle Eastern country is a Democratic Republic and homeland for Jews.
19. This Middle Eastern country is a theocratic republic.

Down
2. A form of leadership where a small group has all the power.
4. A form of economy that uses the barter system.
6. Where business is being done.
7. A form of economy that is mix of Market or command.
11. A form of leadership where the leader has all the power.
13. Extra fee or tax on imported goods.
16. A form of government where the power is in the federal government and shared with the local.
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Traditional

Key

AUTOCRATIC   GDP   REPUBLIC
BARTER   ISRAEL   SAUDIARABIA
COMMAND   MARKET   TARIFF
CONFEDERATION   MIXED   THEOCRATIC
CONSTITUTIONAL   MONARCHY   TRADITIONAL
DEMOCRATIC   OLIGARCHY   TURKEY
EMBARGO   OPEC   UNITARY
FEDERAL   QUOTA